
 
 

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

 This chapter presents the  conclusion and the suggestion of the study. 

Conlusion is in line with the problem statement  and the objectives that  have been 

formulated  in this Chapter I, the concept and theory that have been decided in 

Chapter  II, methods and techniques of the data analysis that have been  applied in 

Chapter III, and the result of the data analysis that has been  found in Chapter IV. 

Suggestion is done based on the significance of the sudy that has been stated in 

Chapter I, the finding in Chapter IV, and the conclusion presented in this chapter. 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

 The final product  of the data analysis of this study is the finding  of the 

linguistics features of pluralization system of Manggarai  Language. Linguistic 

feature means the formal grammatical system  or lexicogrammatical system of 

Manggarai Language the shows plural meaning of the nouns denoted. In line with 

this the plural markers and other  linguistics features as the consequence of the  

pluralization process of Manggarai Language are  found. It is like a summary  of 

what has been analyzed, described,  and found  in Chapter IV. 

acu- acu „dog‟  becomes acu situ  „those  dogs‟., pus- pus „cat‟  becomes pus situ  

„those  cats‟,  lawo-lawo  „mouse‟ becomes lawo situ „those mice‟. 

The plural marking system exist in Manggarai Language. It si shown by the 

demonstrative pronouns. The demonstrative pronouns so’o „these‟ is used to show 

or point the near by things to the speaker. The demonstrative situ „those‟ is 
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1. used to show or point the far away things from the speaker. Example Acu so’o, 

Pus situ. 

2. The numbers showing plural meaning in Manggarai Language are plural before 

the nouns pluralized. The example Sua acu so’o, Sua pus situ. 

3. There is no partitives in Manggarai Language, equivalently translated as „ekor‟ 

in Indonesia Language. 

4. The demonstrative pronoun so’o „these‟ and situ „those‟ collocate and are before 

the plural  nouns and the demonstrative pronoun ho’o „this‟ and hitu „that‟ 

collocate and are before the singular nouns. The example  

Acu so‟o „these dogs‟ 

Pus situ „those cats‟ 

Acu ho‟o „this dog‟ 

Pus hitu „that cat‟ 

 

5.2 Suggestion. 

 In line with significant  of the study and the result of the data analysis a 

number of  suggestion would be offered to many people, both as an individual and 

an institution, in accordance with their role, responsibility, capacity, and capability 

in society. 

1. The experts of linguistics and other related subjects are suggested to do 

continued study or similar study to confirm and extend the linguistics evidence 

in forms  of pluralization of Manggarai  Language. 

 



 
 

2. Other researchers or reseracher candidates are suggested to design and to 

conduct other researches focusing on other morphological and syntactic process 

in Manggarai Language, beside pluralization system. 

3. The speakers of Manggarai Language are suggested to be in bilingual or 

multilingual situation, speaking local language. Manggarai Language, national 

language: Indonesia Language, and Foreign Language, including and especially 

English, in proper situations. 
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